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GLOBAL PARCEL SERVICE, LLC. Is the master distributor for the world for SqBx Tracking products and Allocadence
inventory management software. We are bidding this contract to offer discounted pricing with excellent support to TIPS
members. These products are in current use at many education, government and nonprofit organizations throughout
the United States. We guarantee 100% satisfaction and have 100% satisfied customers.

We provide logistics, proof of delivery, chain of custody and tracking software to assist with inbound/outbound
package tracking, asset and inventory management as well as SMART LOCKERS AND SMART LOCKER
INTEGRATION. SqBx tracking assists organizations with their internal/inbound package management, interoffice
deliveries, courier tracking, outbound shipping, fixed asset tracking and more.
 Our Allocadence inventory solution provides full service web based inventory management. All of our offerings
provide a wide range of customization and mobile devices are available.

All of the software is cloud-based, hosted by Amazon Web Services and automatically archived and backed up for a
minimum of 7 years. Our support is excellent; unlimited training and support is included 7AM to 7PM Central time M-F
excepting Federal holidays. Remote in support to your website or mobile device enhances our ability to ensure high
productivity from the software utilization by your team. Simple to learn and easy to administrate; the software has a
very short learning curve. 99.9 percent up time is guaranteed. Customization of most every feature is built into the
program and additional customization is available. Virtually unlimited reporting in included with any search of 26
customizable fields becoming a PDF or csv file that can become a report template for future searches with a click of
the mouse. Unlimited users and workstations (tablets, MACs, Smartphones, PCs and laptops) that have 24/7 access
with an internet or cell connection. The unlimited training and support makes it easy to offer satisfaction that is
guaranteed.
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